
THE SIX FIGURE
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February 12, 2020



• Welcome
• Hosts: Dave Durham and Emily Norris
• Six Figure Portfolio Coaching Web Site
• Each Session is recorded and posted
• Alerts to follow up positions through March 20
• Customer Care: support@tradersreserve.com or 

866-258-3008

mailto:support@tradersreserve.com


Today
•New positions

•LEAP/call spread
•Silly put spread
•A regular put

•Open positions
•Q&A



Microsoft (MSFT)
• One of the top three mega caps of 2019 
• The run continues - stock at $183.38 
• But the 1/15/2021 125 LEAP/call for $60.30 
• Time value = $1.92 - wow! 
• Sell the 3/13/2020 195 call for $2.11 
• Later in the hedging session we will hedge this position



NFLX Silly Put Spread
• A frequent trade in the Income Masters program 
• Earnings behind us 
• Sell the 3/13 340 put for $2.41 
• Buy the 3/13 335 put for $1.87 
• Set your initial credit limit at $.54 
• Absolute rate of return is $54/$500 or more than 10% in a 

month if this expires worthless



A Weekly Put - CVS
• Earnings contained a slight beat 
• Let's generate some more cash 
• Sell the 2/14 73.50 put for $.55 
• Go as low as $.48



Watch for An Alert

• ROKU set to announce earnings 
• If possible I will recommend a silly put and silly put spread



`
•HAL 2/14 24 put - cash in $.41 - we will accept shares at 
the end of the week

•NKE 2/14 100 call - cost basis of $100.34 - will roll later 
this week

•CHWY 2/14 28 call - cost basis of $27.96 - I will roll it at 
least one more time

Open Positions



THE SIX FIGURE
PORTFOLIO COACHING PROGRAM
Bonus Session -- Hedging and More



This Session
• Hedging positions 
• Hedging a portfolio 
• "Recovery" trades using LEAPs 
• Performance tracking



Hedging

A hedge is an investment to reduce the risk of 
adverse price movements in an asset. Normally, a 
hedge consists of taking an offsetting position in a 
related security, such as a futures contract. 
Investopedia



Two Tracks

• Hedging against short term market moves

• Hedging positions



Hedging Positions

• Selling calls



Hedging Positions

• Selling calls
• Buying puts



Hedging Positions

• Selling calls
• Buying puts
• Buying puts for LEAP/call spreads



Long Term Positions = Calls

I love this week again.  I have 8 covered call positions 
that are all poised to expire worthless tomorrow.  So I’m 
not worried with this pull back because I have pocketed 
$1152.13 this week reducing my cost basis and getting 
me closer to break even on shares that are still under 
water from last year end’s collapse.  Makes it much 
easier to deal with market turmoil.



Calls = Simple Approach
• Fundamentals still attractive 
• Stock selling off 
• Sell calls 
• Roll them down as stock declines



Rolling Calls Down
• Sell 50 put for $.65, assigned shares, cost basis $49.35 
• Sell 49.50 call for .51, cost basis $48.84 
• Buy back call for $.08, sell next call for $.63, cost basis = 

$48.29 
• And so on



If....
If you are a long term investor who trades, this is 
an ideal tactic 



Buying Puts
Own shares, sell calls, use cash to buy puts



Rolling Calls Down
• Sell 50 put for $.65, assigned shares, cost basis $49.35 
• Sell longer term (3-4 weeks) OTM call for $2.11 
• Buy shorter term $49 put for $.81 
• How to pick the strikes?



Strikes to Sell and Buy
• It's all in the charts 
• Assuming the stock has fallen and is below the 50 day 

moving average, sell a call with a strike price at the moving 
average or one strike higher 3 weeks out or more 

• Buy a one week put one strike below the current share 
price



Remember
You are assuming continuing declines in the stock 
price



Protecting a LEAP

You open a LEAP/call spread 

Independent of market moves you want downside 
protection 

Your goal is appreciation of the LEAP



The Approach

• Buy a LEAP, continuously sell calls
• Sell a call with expiration 1-2 months out
• Use premiums to buy put
• Set put strike based on charts
• This is a cash neutral position, the goal is 

appreciation of the underlying LEAP



A Sample Trade
•Focus is on appreciation
•Buy January 2021 110 LEAP for $12.50
•Sell Dec 2019 115 Call for $1.25
•Buy January 2019 100 put for $1.15
•Net cash zero
•LEAP hedged with upside potential





MSFT Strangle
•Focus is on appreciation
•We own the 1/2021 125 LEAP = $60.30
•We sold the 3/13 195 call = $2.11
•Cost basis = $58.19
•Let's buy a put to protect the position - should we do this 
now?
•Buy the 3/13 160 put for $.45
•New cost basis of $58.64



Let's go right to what we do in the Income Masters 
program



INCOME MASTERS 
COACHING

Hedging Your Portfolio 



Contents
•Why Hedging
•Questions to Ask
•SPX Puts
•SPX Bear/Put Spreads 



Why Hedge

• Hedging protects a portfolio against downturns in 
the market

• Hedging can be very profitable
• A hedged portfolio enables investors to trade 

through downturns with more confidence



Protection
• The first rule of what we do is capital preservation
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Protection
• The first rule of what we do is capital preservation
• Hedging protects and preserves capital that is the 

foundation of trading for cash and income
• This is the primary purpose of the manner in which we 

hedge



Profit Potential
• The original hedges in Income Masters assumed we 

would lose money when they expired worthless
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Profit Potential
• The original hedges in Income Masters assumed we 

would lose money when they expired worthless
• Over time, rolling these hedges proved extremely 

profitable
• The current bear/put spread is the best performing 

position in the service for last 19 months



Trading with Confidence
• Every selloff since 2008 has been brief with a bounce on 

the horizon 
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Trading with Confidence
• Every selloff since 20008 has been brief with a bounce on the 

horizon 
• All of us tend to retreat when selloffs occur, especially sudden 

downturns
• Knowing your hedge is generating profit may enable you to 

continue trading through a selloff



Questions to Ask
• What is the size of my portfolio dedicated to income and 

requiring protection
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Questions to Ask
• What is the size of my portfolio dedicated to income, 

requiring protection
• What percentage of your income portfolio do you want to 

protect
• How much of a downturn can yo tolerate without having a 

hedge in place
• What size downturn am I assuming?



Portfolio $500,000
Income portfolio $250,000
% hedged 100.00%
Market downturn 10.00%
Cash Need from Hedge $25,000



Finding the Put
• What is an SPX put? An option that goes up when the 

S+P 500 goes down
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Finding the Put
• What is an SPX put?
• We are buying not selling
• The goal is to generate $25,000 
• What put do you need to buy to generate $25,000 during a 

downturn



How SPX Puts Behave
• Protective puts for our hedges are well out of the money
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How SPX Puts Behave
• Protective puts for our hedges are well out of the money
• They rise for two reasons - the absolute moves in the S+P 

500 and an increase in volatility due to a selloff
• We are not trying to perfectly model potential SPX put 

behavior



The Typical SPX Put
• S+P = 2915
• 10% selloff the S+P = 2624
• The cost of the SPX four weeks out are

• The 2620 = $6.30
• The 2615 = $6.10
• The 2610 = $5.90
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The Typical SPX Put
• S+P = 2915
• 10% selloff the S+P = 2624
• The cost of the SPX four weeks out are

• The 2620 = $6.30
• The 2615 = $6.10
• The 2610 = $5.90

• This is the wrong approach



S+P 2915
S+P target 2624
Target cash $25,000
Put strike 2765
Put cost $2,000
Put value $14,100
Two contracts cost $4,000
Put value at expiration $28,200
Net $24,200



From Math to Art
• Original assumption was the value of the put at expiration 

was $25,000
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From Math to Art

• Original assumption was the value of the put at expiration 
was $25,000

• Targeting the exact or intrinsic value of the put at 
expiration is unnecessary

• We need to target a strike price between the current and 
potential level of the S+P after a 10% selloff



From Math to Art

• Original assumption was the value of the put at expiration 
was $25,000

• Targeting the exact or intrinsic value of the put at 
expiration is unnecessary

• We need to target between that strike price and the actual 
S+P level with a 10% selloff

• We need to assume the put will overshoot in value



From Math to Art

• Original assumption was the value of the put at expiration 
was $25,000

• Experience showed we could buy a put with a lower strike 
and hit or exceed the goal



From Math to Art

• Original assumption was the value of the put at expiration 
was $25,000

• Experience showed we could buy a put with a lower strike 
and hit or exceed the goal

• Experience showed rolling an SPX put during a sell could 
be extremely profitable



Selecting the Put

• Profit from the put position must equal $25,000



Selecting the Put

• Profit from the put position must equal $25,000
• Assume a 10% selloff
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Selecting the Put

• Profit from the put position must equal $25,000
• Assume 10% selloff
• Assume put will overshoot
• Buy a put between intrinsic value of put and the level of 

the S+P when down 10%
• Assume four weeks to expiration
• Assume ferocious time decay



S+P 2915
S+P target 2624
Target cash $25,000
Put strike 2695
Put cost $1,200
Two contracts cost $2,400
Put value before 
expiration ???

Net ???



Why ???
• Day and credit spread traders use current technical 

assumptions and volatility to trade for profit
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Why ???
• Day and credit spread traders use current technical 

assumptions and volatility to trade for profit
• We are putting on hedges to preserve capital
• We are trying to reduce the cash expense of purchasing 

the put
• Rules of thumb are all we need
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selloffs within a six month period
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Rules of Thumb
• Evaluate depth and duration of last three selloffs and/or all 

within a six month period
• Assume a multiple of 4 to value of put, or more, with a one 

day decline of 2%
• Square these - assume increase of 16 in value, or more, 

with a one day decline of 4%
• This multiple is based on current value of put



Rules of Thumb
• Evaluate depth and duration of last three selloffs and/or all 

within a six month period
• Assume a multiple of 4 to value of put with a one day 

decline of 2%
• Square these - assume increase of 16 in value with a one 

day decline of 4%
• Roll at either level and start over
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• Time decay is ferocious, the potential for rise in original 

value of put declines steeply after 2 weeks 
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Caveats
• Time decay is ferocious, potential for rise in original value 

of put declines steeply after 2 weeks 
• A slower decline - let's say 10% over a month - is 

something you can trade but will not necessarily create a 
profit

• A slow decline should have you roll before expiration



Warnings
• Do not slide into bearish spread trading with the income 

part of your portfolio unless you use a system



Warnings

• Do not slide into bearish spread trading with the income 
part of your portfolio unless you use a system

• This is not the system
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Bear Put Spreads
• A lower cost way to establish a hedge
• Defined risk- the difference between the two strike prices 

of the puts bought and sold 
• Defined reward - the value represented between the 

differences in the two strikes prices in the spread
• In the service this position has outperformed straight puts 

due to lower costs



S+P 2915
S+P target 2624
Target cash $25,000
Put strike - 
bought 2695

Put stike - sold 2645
Put cost 
bought $1,200

Put value sold $900
Cost per 
spread $300

Five contracts 
cost $1,500

Value $23,500



How Did We Do?
• Rolling the hedge
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• Rolling the hedge
• Spending $300 per spread and collecting $5,000 several 

times during a downturn



How Did We Do?
• Rolling the hedge
• Spending $300 per spread and collecting $5,000 several 

times during a downturn
• Roll like any position



Summary
• Cost of purchased puts greater than spreads
• Profit potential of individual put greater
• Profit potential rolling spreads over time has been greater



New SPX hedges are put in place every month in the 
Masters program



I will put a written alert before the end of the week with 
recommended SPX hedges



Recovery Trades

• Positions deep under water require a different approach 
• Sell the shares and use the capital to purchase LEAPs 
• In my Masters program, I track any recommendations as if 

the capital made available by selling shares will be used to 
purchase LEAPs



Recovery 
Position

Cost 
Basis

Current 
Value

Net Loss New Cost 
Basis

Capital

AMAT $47.81 $32.42 $15.39 $47.81 $3,242





Setting Up the Trade

• You carry over the cost basis from the original position 
• I assume you use all the capital from selling the shares to 

buy LEAPs - you may choose otherwise 
• Do not factor in tax implications although they can be 

meaningful this time of year 
• Make are you incorporate your loss into your cost basis



You Must…
• Be committed to the stock for the long haul 
• Monitor and manage the trade 
• Take profits and re-enter the position based on market 

conditions 
• Understand LEAPs rise and fall in value such faster than 

the underlying shares



Recovery 
Position

Stock LEAP 
Position

Cost of 
LEAP

Put 
Position

Cost of Put Cost Basis

(3 
contracts)

(3 
contracts)

AMAT Jan 2020 
30

$6.50 Jan 2020 
33

$5.40 ??



Cost Basis Is…

• The cost of one LEAP = $6.50 
• The cost of one put = $5.40 
• The cost basis carried over divided by the number of 

LEAPs (3) = $47.81/3 = $15.94 
• Incorporate your loss net debit 
• Cost Basis per LEAP = $27.84



Recovery 
Position

Stock LEAP 
Position

Cost of 
LEAP

Put 
Position

Cost of Put Cost 
Basis

(3 
contracts)

(3 contracts)

AMAT Jan 2020 30 $6.50 Jan 2020 
33

$5.40 $27.94



If  You 
Sell 
Monthlies

Calls (3) Cash In % Return Net Value Cost 
Basis

AMAT 11/6 35 $1.95 3.18% TBD $25.99
12/21 TBD $1.95 3.29% TBD $24.04

Remember, you are selling three times as many calls as 
you could if you owned shares



If You Sell 
Weeklies

Calls (3) Cash In % Return Net Value Cost Basis
AMAT 11/2 $1.35 2.26% TBD $26.59

11/9 $1.35 2.31% TBD $25.24
11/16 $1.35 2.37% TBD $23.89
11/23 $1.35 2.43% TBD $22.64
11/30 $1.35 2.49% TBD $21.29



Some Math

• With this approach, you could hit break even in 10 -12 
weeks if the LEAP and share prices do not move 

• If volatility decreases, it could take longer 
• If the stock runs, it could happen faster



When to Close

• This is a recovery position on a damaged stock 
• Target break even or an acceptable loss 
• Break even is when Net Value = Cost Basis



Break Even

• Cost Basis = $21.29 
• LEAPS = $17.45 
• Put = $3.50 
• Cost to buy back call = $1.00 
• Net Value = $19.95

Time to consider closing



Performance Tracking



Keep it Simple
• Track by position
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Keep it Simple
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• Track cash 
• Begin with broker downloads



Keep it Simple
• Track by position 
• Track cash 
• Begin with broker downloads 
• Align with your goals



By Position

Stock Position Strik
e Cash Total Cost Profit

Cash Basis
DIS Put 133 $1.11 $1.11

Put 134 $0.99 $2.10

Assigned $131.90
Call 132 $0.79 $2.89 $131.11
Call 131 $0.91 $3.80 $130.20

Called Out $0.80



Cash and Appreciation

Cash Portfolio New Net Portfolio Cash Portfolio
Value

Balance Value Cash Appreciation Value Goal Goal

$6,250 $107,513 $7,490 $2,918 $117,921 $6,688 $115,684



Trends



China



Politics/2020 Election

• The Democratic candidate? Not priced in 
• The election itself? Not priced in



Q1 Earnings

• Tariffs priced in 
• Consumer priced in 
• Forecasts matter



The Market

• Low month by month volatility 
• Unpredictable intraday volatility 
• Earnings - what will Q1and Q2 of 2020 look like? 
• Chinese tariff negotiations  
• Politics and the 2020 election 
• The Fed



The Fed

• On hold 
• Priced into the market 
• Changes in bond buying supporting the market 
• No end in sight



Earnings
• Tariffs priced in 
• Consumer priced in 
• Forecasts matter 
• Impact of tariffs matter 
• Recession comments matter



What is best to trade?



Top Trend - The Consumer
• The aspirational consumer 

• Athleisure wear  
• Personal cocoon - mobile devices/chips 
• Personal cocoon - payment processing 
• Digital cocoon - streaming 
• Travel



Top Names

• Athleisure wear - LULU, NKE 
• Mobile devices/chips - MU, SMH,AMAT 
• Payment processing - SQ, PYPL, V 
• Streaming - DIS 
• Travel - DIS, EXPE, MAR, DAL, UAL



Tariffs
• New discussions mid-October 
• Will there be a face saving deal? 
• Will there be a real deal? 
• When any deal?



Health Care/Medicine
• Personalized care/genomics 

• Treatments 
• Low cost access 
• Diagnostics 
• Pure genomics



Top Names
• Treatments - GILD, BIIB 
• Low cost access - CVS 
• Diagnostics - EXAS 
• Pure genomics - ILMN 
• The sector - IBB



Politics/2020 Election
• Today's trading a harbinger of more political based 

volatility?  
• Impeachment noise? A slight drag on the market 
• The Democratic candidate? Not priced in 
• The election itself? Not priced in



The Fed
• Quarter point cut anticipated before yearend 
• Priced into the market 
• Will it resume bond purchases? 
• What if they do not cut?



What to trade going forward?



Emerging - Climate Change



Emerging - Supply Chain



Top Trend - The Consumer

• The aspirational consumer 
• Athleisure wear  
• Personal cocoon - mobile devices/chips 
• Personal cocoon - payment processing 
• Digital cocoon - streaming 
• Travel



Top Names

• Athleisure wear - LULU, NKE 
• Mobile devices/chips - MU, AMAT 
• Payment processing - SQ, PYPL, V 
• Streaming - DIS, ROKU 
• Travel - DIS, EXPE, MAR, DAL, UAL



Health Care/Medicine
• Personalized care/genomics 

• Treatments 
• Low cost access 
• Diagnostics 
• Pure genomics



Top Names
• Treatments - GILD, BIIB 
• Low cost access - CVS 
• Diagnostics - EXAS 
• Pure genomics - ILMN 
• The sector - IBB



Other Opportunities
• TMobile -TMUS 
• JPMorganChase - JPM 
• Cheniere Energy - LNG 
• Microsoft - MSFT



Opportunities After a Catalyst

• Boeing - BA 
• General Motors - GM 
• Southwest Airlines - LUV 
• American Airlines - AAL 



A Minute Please
• Income Masters 
• The evolution of this program, created at the request of the 

first group of SFPC members 
• The only integrated stock picking, trading and coaching 

service



Stocks
• A 24-28 stock bullpen 
• Research into existing and emerging trends 
• I will review a stock that comes up in email or Q & A



Trading
• 250-300 trades per year including rolls 
• Puts, call, LEAP/call spreads, bull put spreads, silly puts, 

silly put spreads, post earnings trades, SPX hedging, 
strangles 

• The core are straightforward put and call positions 
• Spreads and hedging an "add on" 
• 5-7 live sessions per month 
• And....



Income Madness is part of the  
Income Masters program



The target for each new position is a 
45% annualized rate of return



Coaching

• 12 pre-recorded sessions per year 
• Plus library of existing sessions 
• Last month - laddering 
• This month - mixed share/LEAP positions 
• Four quarterly live reviews of the bullpen and earnings



A Real Relationship

•  A private email box 
• I have come to know many members personally 
• Augmented by attendance at IBL 
• A two way street



Q & A



 
DISCLAIMER: This is educational and informational content for buying stocks and selling options to generate income. Nothing presented in this 
coaching or training program is intended as, or should be construed to be, a recommendation to buy or sell any specific security. These are not 
recommendations. This information is provided for educational and informational purposes only. Use this information at your own risk.  

LIABILITY:  Readers agree to hold Traders Reserve, LLC completely harmless and free from liability of any kind as a result of using the 
techniques and strategies described herein.  This program and content is for educational and informational use only.  Use caution and seek the 
advice of an outside registered investment advisor. Prior to making any investment or trading decisions, reader agrees to exercise due diligence 
when it comes to making trading decisions and all information that has been provided herein should be independently verified.  You agree the 
Traders Reserve, LLC is not responsible in whole or in part for the outcome of your trading decisions.  There is no implied warranty for the fitness 
or suitability of this information for your use, and you expressly waive any liability or claim arising from such usage. 

U.S. Government Required Disclaimer – Stock, options and futures trading is not appropriate for everyone.  There is a substantial risk of loss 
associated with trading these markets. Losses can and will occur. No system or methodology has ever been developed that can guarantee 
profits or ensure freedom from losses. No representation or implication is being made that using any of the Options Income Blueprint strategies 
or tactics, or the information in this website or accompanying material will generate profits or ensure freedom from losses. 

HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE 
RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, 
THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS 
LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED 
WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE 
PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.


